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Course Descriptions 
 

Journalism I: Journalism I is an intensive, lab-oriented course designed to teach students the basics of 

journalism while giving them the opportunity to work as reporters and photographers on the student 

newspaper and/or yearbook staffs in a converged newsroom setting. Students will learn about news, 

feature, opinion and sports reporting and writing, as well as visual communication (design and 

photography), editing, advertising, history, law, and ethics. They will analyze and evaluate the media’s role 

in society as they take an increasing role in FC media. Students can expect regular writing assignments, as 

well as individual and group assignments throughout the school year. Eventually, students may have the 

opportunity to put their skills to practical use as field reporters and photographers for the student newspaper 

and yearbook. This class requires self-discipline, dedication, exceptional attendance, and a willingness to 

work with others. Students will be publishing their work on the Floyd Central Visionary site at 

www.fcvisionary.wordpress.com. This is primarily a writing course. 

 

Photography: Photojournalism and Digital Media: A course based on the Indiana Academic Standards 

for Visual Art and Photography. It is a project-oriented class designed for students who have an interest in 

photography, photojournalism, and/or digital media. Students will learn how to shoot and publish 

photographs, films, and videos utilizing a variety of digital tools. They will critique, refine, and publish 

their work in the Floyd Central print and web publications, including The Bagpiper newspaper and website 

and The Bartizan yearbook. They will learn the basics of photo composition and caption writing while 

working with Photoshop, Wordpress, and social media, including Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. 

Students will also create an extensive portfolio of their work. 

 

Journalism II/III/IV: Journalism II, III, and IV students produce, design, and publish issues of The 

Bagpiper and work on the on-line Bagpiper website. These students put their journalistic skills to work in a 

“real world” setting as they actually produce a newspaper. Students are expected to sell advertising to fund 

the newspaper and will have to participate in occasional after-school work sessions each month. Journalism 

II/III/IV is a production-oriented class that requires self-discipline, dedication, exceptional attendance, and 

a willingness to work with others to produce the student newspaper.  

 

Yearbook I/II/III/IV: Yearbook students will produce the FC yearbook, The Bartizan. These students 

will spend the first month of school learning the basics of photography, journalistic writing, design, and 

yearbook terminology and structure. Students will be expected to sell advertising and yearbooks to fund 

their publication. They will brainstorm and select a theme, organize the yearbook and set deadlines, and 

complete photo, writing, and design assignments to produce the yearbook. This is a production-oriented 

class that requires self-discipline, dedication, exceptional attendance, and a willingness to work with others 

to produce the yearbook.  This course requires occasional after-school work to photograph FC events and 

complete assignments. 

 

Evaluation/Grading 
 

Journalism I students will be based on a points-total basis based on completion of work by deadline and the 

quality of work. Nine-week grades will be tabulated as a running total during the semester. Journalism 

II/III/IV and Yearbook students will be periodically evaluated on journalistic quality of work completed, 

ability to meet deadlines, and on staff cooperation and professional attitude. Obviously, much of the work 

pertains to the production of school publications, so the importance of these assignments goes far beyond 

mere grades. Grades will be determined using the official Floyd Central High School grading scale: 
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A+ 100-97% 

A  96.99-93% 

A- 92.99-90% 

B+ 89.99-87% 

B  86.99-83% 

B- 82.99-80% 

C+ 79.99-77% 

C  76.99-73% 

C- 72.99-70% 

D+ 69.99- 67% 

D  66.99-63% 

D- 62.99-60% 

F 59.99- below 

 

 

In Journalism I, most major writing assignments, projects, and tests will be worth 200 points, while quizzes 

textbook assignments will be worth 100 points or less. Journalism II/III/IV and Yearbook students will be 

evaluated on a 100-point scale. All class evaluations will be by use of a rubric system. 

 

Journalism Notebook/Portfolio 
  

This notebook is the key to success in journalism courses. Students are expected to have their notebooks 

organized and set up by the Friday of the first week and should bring that notebook to class daily. This 

resource will store information pertaining to publication of the newspaper and yearbook, will help students 

master organizational skills, and will store all interview notes. 

This notebook should be a three-ring binder with pockets. Students will also need to add dividers 

and keep paper behind one of these dividers for notes and in-class assignments. The Journalism I notebook 

should be organized in the following manner: 

 

Class Notes: This section of the notebook is for class notes and bell ringers, which are 

required. All notes should be labeled with the appropriate date. 

Handouts: Class handouts are kept in this section. 

Graded material: All returned assignments, stories, tests, and projects are stored here. 

Interview notes:  This section is crucial. All journalism students should keep all interview notes 

with sources neatly stored and dated here. If a source questions a quote or 

information in a story, these notes will be used for verification. 

 

This notebook will be periodically collected and evaluated for completeness, neatness, and 

organization. Organize this important resource now. It is essential that students bring this notebook to class 

every day. Journalism II/III/IV and Yearbook students will re-organize this notebook to serve as a portfolio 

of their best work; these students can expect to graduate from FC with a professional portfolio that will 

help them in college and beyond. 

 

Writer’s Workshop 
  

Journalism I is primarily a class for writers. Each Friday will be devoted to Writer’s Workshop, which will 

provide writers the opportunity to craft, revise, publish, and share writing pieces. Specific Writer’s 

Workshop guidelines will be provided in class next week, but students should expect to spend each Friday 

writing, editing, and sharing their work. Journalism centers around writing for an audience. You will have 

the chance to create and publish both journalistic and creative pieces in this class.  Be prepared to share and 



critique work. The goal is that we all work together to make ourselves better writers and that we each 

publish at least one piece during the semester.  

 

Visionary Web Site 
 

Journalism I students will complete a staff application early in the school year and will work in a newsroom 

setting to cover stories for and publish the Floyd Central Visionary site at www.fcvisionary.wordpress.com.  

You will use this site to cover many aspects of school life as a journalist. It is the student journalist’s 

responsibility to maintain a professional, well-edited, journalistic site throughout the school year that 

adheres to the professional standards discussed in class. This is a journalistic blog, not a personal blog. 

Students and parents should be aware that this journalistic site will be evaluated regularly on specific 

journalistic criteria discussed in class. Maintaining and publishing on this site is a requirement for 

journalism. This is where, as writers, we will share our work. 

 

Deadlines 
 

Needless to say, deadlines are the heart and soul of any successful journalism program. Late homework 

assignments will not be accepted.  It is the responsibility of all journalism students to get assignments to 

school by the deadline regardless of absences unless receiving prior approval from Mr. Lang.  Journalism 

students repeatedly missing deadlines risk failing the course and will be removed from the class.  

 

Attendance 
 

Regular attendance is essential in a journalism and/or publication course, as it is in any job or career. 

Students who are repeatedly absent and/or tardy to class can expect their grade to be affected because they 

are not in class to work with their groups, therefore hindering the communication and learning process. In 

the event that absences must occur, students are expected to remain in contact with their group members 

via telephone or e-mail. Further, deadlines are to be met regardless of absences unless the student receives 

prior approval from Mr. Lang and his or her editor first. If in doubt, the best policy is to e-mail Mr. Lang or 

leave him a phone message at his extension.  

 

Also, be aware of the new FC attendance policy in which students may be expelled and/or placed on Floyd 

County probation after missing more than 10 days per semester. 

 

Attitude 
 

Expect journalism to be a challenging yet enjoyable learning experience. You are part of one of the best 

high school journalism programs in Indiana. The attitude that you bring to class and display in class each 

day to your peers and teacher and toward your journalism program and publications will significantly shape 

your success here.  Be positive, tolerant, mature, patient, respectful, and kind to others while in this class 

each day; work to maintain and build upon the tradition of excellence that has been entrusted to you.  

 

Academic Integrity/Cheating  
 

Floyd Central High School will be using Turnitin.com to support the implementation of the academic 

integrity policy and to help improve students’ writing skills.  Teachers may require all or some 

student papers to be submitted through this anti-plagiarism service.  When students submit papers to 

Turnitin.com, the papers are compared with a large database of Internet and text sources to verify 

the originality of the students’ writing 

 

Floyd Central Academic Integrity Policy 

Academic dishonesty includes, but is not limited to: 

  copying, or allowing the copying of, graded or ungraded work 

 collaborating with others beyond what the classroom teacher (authorized) allows 

 gaining unauthorized prior knowledge of assessments or providing such knowledge to  

others 
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 transmitting or receiving information related to the content of graded or ungraded work 

 misrepresenting situations for academic gain, including as means to receive additional 

time to complete graded or ungraded work 

 falsifying data or sources in graded or ungraded work 

 altering a grade, whether on an individual assignment or in student records (gradebook) 

 violating the rules of school-sponsored academic competitions or assignments 

 plagiarism—the stealing or using of others’ words, original ideas, or work without 

crediting the original source. 

 

Cheating:  A student who is caught cheating (homework, test, changing a grade, stealing a test, etc.) 

could be subject to a punishment that would result in being removed permanently from class and will 

receive an “F” on his/her transcript   
 

Floyd Central Writing Plan 
 

Student journalists will complete the following Level 3 writing assignments for their portfolios: 

 

   Semester 1   Semester 2 

Journalism I  Write a personality profile  Write an opinion column 

   or feature story   or review 

Journalism II/III/IV Write and publish a piece in The Bagpiper (both semesters) 

Digital Photography Write at least two photo captions each week to accompany photo assignments 

 

  

 

Some Final Comments 

 
I am proud of the excellence represented in FC Journalism and am excited that each of you has chosen to 

be a part of one of Indiana’s most recognized scholastic journalism programs. We hold ourselves 

accountable to high standards…it is a privilege to cover Floyd Central through student media. I guarantee 

that no class will prepare you more for the quickly-changing world than journalism. But please 

remember…this should be a fun experience, too. 

 

It’s very important to me that my students succeed. Therefore, please do not hesitate to contact me at 

school at 812-542-8504, extension 3069, or at jlang@nafcs.k12.in.us if there are any concerns regarding an 

assignment, the class, the staff, or school in general. I arrive at school at 7 a.m. and am generally after 

school in B105/107 for at least 30 minutes, and often even longer if you make an appointment. Parents 

should always feel welcome to contact me at school with any questions or concerns, and I will certainly do 

the same. I am proud to be a part of Floyd Central High School and its publication program. Let’s all work 

together to make this year a great one. 

 

       Jim Lang 

       Journalism teacher/ Publication Adviser 

       Floyd Central High School 
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